
 



 



 



 



Resettlement - Global Perspective 

         by David Matas 

(Remarks prepared for a seminar "Perspectives on Durable Solutions for Sri Lankan Tamil 

Refugees in India", University of Madras, Chennai, India, February 6, 2017) 

 

 

 

 

Outcome of Seminar:  
1. Identify key issues and Policy inputs / Advocacy for effective durable solutions for SL refugees.   
2. Formed a Committee to take forward the durable solution plan including forthcoming Conference 

with wider participation from India and Sri Lanka 



For refugee determination, there are two sorts of countries - signatory states to the 

Refugee Convention and non-signatory states.  Signatory states make their own refugee 

status determinations.  Non-signatory states leave refugee determination to the Office of 

the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR).   

 

In India, according to its current website, the Office of the United Nations High 

Commissioner for Refugees will make refugee determinations for those who approach the 

office.1  According to the UNHCR Global Appeal Update 2011, the UNHCR New Delhi office 

conducts refugee status determination for asylum-seekers from non-neighbouring 

countries and Myanmar only.2 Sri Lanka, as a neighbouring country, would not be included 

in this group.   

 

In practice, it is the second description which is more accurate.  The UNHCR offices in 

India, in New Delhi and Chennai, in practice, do not make refugee determinations for Sri 

Lankan Tamil refugees who approach either of their offices and request them to do so. 

 

The UNHCR office in Chennai does assist Sri Lankan Tamil refugees but only in 

repatriation.  It makes a determination whether the refugees are returning voluntarily, 

counsels them on return, and facilitates their return, if voluntary, as best the office can. 

 

There is no need to ask the UNHCR to make refugee determinations of Sri Lankan Tamil 

refugees in order for these refugees to stay in India. India does not, in general, remove to 

Sri Lanka those who have fled Sri Lanka.   

 

Systemic discrimination by the Sinhalese majority against the Tamil minority and incidents 

of violence sparked a civil war starting in Sri Lanka 1983.  An agreement in 1987 between 

then Sri Lankan Prime Minister J.R. Jayawardene and Indian Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi 

                                                           
    1 http://unhcr.org.in/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=18&Itemid=103  

    2 http://www.unhcr.org/4cd96e919.pdf  
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sent into Sri Lanka an Indian Peacekeeping Force. The Force did not keep peace, but 

rather waged war on the Tamil forces, the LTTE, (Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam).  

 

Prime Minister Ghandi was assassinated near Chennai, Tamil Nadu in 1991 by a suicide 

bomber.  Six of the twenty six convicted of the assassination had been earlier registered 

as Tamil Nadu camp refugees.3  The assassination prompted active Government of India 

and Tamil Nadu attempts to prod and organize refugees to return, leading to the 

repatriation of about 54,000 refugees. 

 

The Government of India had also ordered the removal of some refugees to Sri Lanka 

where there was evidence of connections to the LTTE.  These forced returns and the 

ensuing outcry prompted then Indian Prime Minister P.V. Narasimha Rao to agree to the 

establishment of the UNHCR Chennai office with a mandate to determine that returns are 

voluntary.4  

 

The global forcibly displaced population, according to the latest figures from the Office of 

the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees is now 65.3 million, the largest 

number it has ever been since the end of World War II and the establishment of the 

agency.5 Of that 65.3 million, 21.3 million fall within the mandate of the UNHCR.  Of that 

21.3 million, the UNHCR in 2015 identified more than one million persons in need of 

resettlement6 but managed to resettle in only, 107,100.   

 

                                                           
    3 V. Suryanarayan, "Needed, a national refugee law" The Hindu, June 03, 2000, 
http://www.thehindu.com/2000/06/03/stories/05032523.htm  

    4 Prof. V. Suryanarayan "Why are the Tamil Refugees Not Returning?" The Institute of Peace and Conflict 
Studies, 21 May 2013 

http://www.ipcs.org/article/india/sri-lanka-why-are-the-tamil-refugees-not-returning-3938.html  

    5 http://www.unhcr.org/figures-at-a-glance.html  

    6 
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The volume of one million refugees in need of resettlement is far beyond the global 

willingness to resettle.  UNHCR each year around the world attempts to resettle, from 

amongst this huge population, its most vulnerable members, those most in need of 

resettlement. The resettlement countries, and there are only twenty three of them, for the 

most part, take only refugees identified by the UNHCR in need of resettlement.  That 

means that, for the Sri Lankan Tamil refugee population in India, these UNHCR 

resettlement spots are not available, because the UNHCR makes no determination 

whether or not these people are refugees. 

 

Canada is an exception. Canada resettles two sorts of refugees from abroad, privately 

sponsored and government assisted.  The government assisted must be recognized by the 

UNHCR as refugees.7 The privately sponsored need not be.  Private sponsorship can be 

done by sponsorship agreement holders or groups of five individuals.  Sponsorship 

agreement holders are mostly ethnic based organizations and institutions with religious 

affiliation. The advantage of an agreement between an institution which wishes to sponsor 

refugees and the Government of Canada is that the constituent elements of the 

sponsorship agreement holder need not undergo a separate financial assessment with 

each sponsorship, as groups of five have to do.   

 

Sri Lankan Tamil refugees from India face another hurdle independently from the inability 

to access a UNHCR determination.  It is the requirement that there be no durable solution.   

   

Despite the difficulties Sri Lankan Tamil refugees face in Tamil Nadu, both the UNHCR and 

resettlement states would likely consider this population to have a durable solution in 

Tamil Nadu to their refugee problems. The UNHCR will not seek resettlement places for 

refugees who have a durable solution where they are. The UNHCR does not even consider 

whether Sri Lankan Tamil refugees have a durable solution in India, since it will not make 

a determine whether they are refugees. 

                                                           
    7 Immigration and Refugee Protection Regulation 140.3 



 

Canada, which makes its own determination for all refugees, even those for whom UNHCR 

referral is a pre-condition to apply for immigration, has a durable solution restriction.  

Canadian Immigration and Refugee Protection Regulations allow resettlement of a refugee 

only if the refugee has "no reasonable prospect, within a reasonable period, of a durable 

solution in a country other than Canada."8  A Sri Lankan Tamil in India can meet the UN 

Refugee Convention definition and still be denied resettlement in Canada on the basis the 

refugee has a reasonable prospect, within a reasonable period, of a durable solution in 

India.   

 

The regulation does not prevent resettlement only where there is a durable solution for 

the refugee at the time of application for immigration to Canada.  It also prevents 

resettlement is there is a prospect of a durable solution in the future. The prospect does 

not have to be certain or even likely; it is sufficient if the prospect is reasonable.  

Moreover, the prospect does not have to be immediate; it is sufficient if the durable 

solution arrives in a reasonable period of time. 

 

Whether a person has a durable solution where he or she is becomes a fact based inquiry.  

Canadian law has set out no legal test. Nonetheless, given the existing practice and court 

judgments, it is likely that a Sri Lankan Tamil in Tamil Nadu would likely be denied refugee 

resettlement on the basis that there is a reasonable prospect in a reasonable period of 

time of a durable solution for the refugee in Tamil Nadu.   

 

Sri Lankan Tamil refugees in Tamil Nadu are free to work, albeit not in government jobs. 

They can go to school and university, albeit not to medical schools. They are free to move 

around, even if they lose their subsidies if they leave the camps. They have government 

issued refugee identity papers, even if they have no government issued identity cards.  

These minimal freedoms are enough, in my experience, for Canadian courts to find that 
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Sri Lankan Tamil refugees in India have a durable solution here. 

 

 

While each case has to be considered individually, overall, the big obstacle to a durable 

solution for Sri Lankan Tamil refugees in Tamil Nadu in fact has been the Q branch.  The 

Q Branch of the police criminal investigation division of Tamil Nadu, was constituted to 

address extremist activities.  It keeps an eye on Sri Lankan Tamils both outside and inside 

of the camps, looking for linkages to the LTTE (Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam).  

 

Seven of the twenty accused convicted of complicity in the 1991 assassination of former 

Indian Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi were registered as Sri Lankan Tamil camp refugees. 

So, one can understand historically the Q branch suspicions.  However, twenty six years 

have now passed since the assassination.  The LTTE itself is no more, having been 

defeated in the civil war in 2009.  Suspecting a whole population of 100,000 of association 

with an organization now defunct for eight years is an exaggerated, unjustified fear. 

 

In theory, the Q branch is an intelligence component of the local police doing nothing 

more than collecting security information. In reality, they are running several of the 

refugee camps in an oppressive way.  They have an inordinate influence over the day to 

day mechanics of what goes on in the camps.    

 

The Q branch is not supposed to be part of the administrative structure running the 

camps.  In practice, several of those responsible for running the camps abdicate their 

administrative power to the Q Branch which establishes onerous rules. 

   

If a refugee leaves a camp for more than daytime work, in some camps, the refugee 

needs permission from the Q branch.  Leaving the camp without permission or staying 

outside beyond the duration of permission granted generates Q branch suspicion and 

threats.  The Q branch has turned refugee camps into open prisons. 

 



Q Branch operatives do not operate according to the presumption of good faith.  The Q 

Branch can be overly rigid and domineering in controlling the day to day lives of 

innocents. The general atmosphere the Q Branch generates is one of bullying, intimidation 

and harassment. 

 

Resettlement from India not being possible, both because the Office of the United Nations 

High Commissioner for Refugees does not make determinations and because however 

minimal, refugees are perceived to have a durable solution in India, Sri Lankan Tamil 

refugees have struck out on their own.  One effort they have made is to go  to other 

countries on the region, such as Thailand, Malaysia or Indonesia from which resettlement 

is possible.   

 

Some Sri Lankan Tamil refugees have managed to resettle this way. But the risks are high 

and the numbers are low. Resettlement from other countries in the region is tiny.  In 

2016, 20 Sri Lankan Tamil refugees were resettled from Malaysia, out of a refugee 

population of 2,890 Sri Lankan refugee and asylum seekers.9  The reason why 

resettlement is, at least, possible from other countries is that they do not offer a prospect 

of a durable solution.  Leaving India for one of these intermediate countries means 

moving to a place where Sri Lankan Tamil refugees are a lot worse off than in India in 

order to pursue a slim prospect to get better off through resettlement.   

 

The reason that resettlement numbers for Sri Lankan Tamil refugees  is so low even in 

countries from which resettlement is common place is the low priority the UNHCR gives to 

this population.  The global refugee population being so large, the crises so dramatic and 

frequent, the publicity given to these other crises so great, Sri Lankan Tamil refugees are 

given a lower priority.  They wait longer for everything, appointments for registration, 

appointments for determination, interviews for resettlement and resettlement itself. 
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Another form of attempted resettlement is going by sea vessel to traditional resettlement 

countries - to Australia or New Zealand or even Canada. These efforts are fraught with 

peril. 

 

There have even been a couple of recent vessels to Canada, the Sun Sea and the Ocean 

Lady. 76 Sri Lankan Tamil refugees came to Canada aboard the Merchant Vessel Ocean 

Lady in October 2009.  492 came aboard the Merchant Vessel Sun Sea in August 2010.  

The Ocean Lady came from India, with a stop on the way in Malaysia.10  The Sun Sea, 

though it originated in Thailand, had passengers from India.11    

 

The arrivals made refugee protection claims in Canada.  Five years after the arrival of the 

Ocean Lady, 30 of its 76 passengers had been recognized as refugees by the Canadian 

determination system.  30 had been refused.12    

 

For the Sun Sea, five years after arrival, 228 were recognized as refugees.  116 had their 

claims rejected.  20 were withdrawn or otherwise terminated.  All those on the Sun Sea 

were detained, most for months.  Those recognized as refugees from both vessels were 

allowed to stay in Canada and apply for permanent residence. 13 

 

A group of 75 Sri Lankan Tamil refugees gathered at a temple in Chennai in October 2012 

to take a fishing boat to Australia.  The Q Branch raided the temple where they were 

congregating and arrested thirty.  45 managed to escape and to get on the boat.  

 

                                                           
    10 http://www.nationalpost.com/m/news/blog.html?b=news.nationalpost.com/tag/on-the-smugglers-trail  

    11 http://news.nationalpost.com/news/canada/sun-sea  

    12 http://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/ocean-lady-migrants-from-sri-lanka-still-struggling-5-years-later-
1.2804118  

    13 Canadian Council for Refugees “Sun Sea: Five years later”, August 2015, page 9 

http://ccrweb.ca/sites/ccrweb.ca/files/sun-sea-five-years-later.pdf  
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The boat, about half way on its trip, after five days and 2,000 kilometres, in mid-ocean 

began taking on water. Someone with a phone on board was able to contact a relative in 

Australia about the danger.  Rescue efforts located the position of the boat. The 

passengers were picked up by a Singapore ship, heading to Dubai, United Arab Emirates 

(UAE), which is where they all landed. 

 

The United Arab Emirates is not a signatory to the Refugee Convention.  The Office of the 

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees headquartered in Abu Dhabi did refugee 

determinations for this group, recognizing 38 and rejecting seven.  The 38 were all 

resettled, eleven in Brazil.   

 

I went to Porto Alegro in Brazil in 2015 to explore the possibility of Brazil as a resettlement 

option for Sri Lankan Tamil refugees and met there the refugees resettled from India. In 

doing so, I learned a lot about Brazil. I also learned a lot about India. 

 

The Government of Brazil, in general, does not make refugee determinations at visa posts 

abroad.  They limit themselves to resettling those whom the UNHCR has determined to be 

refugees. 

   

The Government of Brazil provides to refugees on arrival services which are available to 

the general population, that is to say, health care and education.  The resettlement 

agency ASAV is open to assisting in the resettlement of other Sri Lankan refugees beyond 

the eleven, provided funding is in place.  

 

Brazil, despite the goodwill of the Brazilians, has not been an effective resettlement 

option. The reason is a combination of the language difference, the small size of the 

existing Tamil support community, the overall poverty of the country, and the need for 

substantial funding to pay for ASAV support services.  For the Brazilian offers of 

resettlement, there have been few takers. 

 



The desperate efforts people from India have made to seek resettlement through their 

hazardous boat journeys and movement to places where refugees are treated badly in 

hope of resettlement speak for themselves.  Resettlement places from India for this 

population is needed. 

 

The concept note for this conference states that "The Sri Lankan Tamil refugees are 

languishing has g in India for a protracted period of time in spite of the civil war ending in 

2009 in Sri Lanka." The reason that this is so is that none of the durable solutions which 

exists in theory for refugee populations exists for this population.  That is as much so for 

the solution of resettlement as for other solutions. 

 

There are some who advocate repatriation for this whole population as the solution for 

their problems. There are others who advocate local integration as the solution, again for 

the whole population.   

 

No one would advocate resettlement as a solution for all, if for no other reason than that 

resettlement is not and will not likely ever be available for this population. Resettlement is 

the poor sister as a durable solution for this population.  Nonetheless, as a solution, it 

should not be ignored. 

 

There is not I suggest, for the Sri Lankan Tamil refugee population, like for all refugee 

populations, only one durable solution. All solutions have to be explored, including 

resettlement.  It is wrong to suggest that one solution fits all. For some, repatriation is a 

solution.  For others, the solution would be local integration.  For at least some others, 

resettlement is the best solution. 

 

As we heard earlier today from Professor K. M. Parivelan, Sri Lankan Tamil refugees in 

India were surveyed and asked which durable solution they preferred.  Only 4% identified 

resettlement. That seems like a small number.  But we are talking of 4% of 100,000 or 



4,000 individuals, which in absolute terms is not that small.14   

 

Right now, the durable solution of resettlement, as I have indicated, does not exist, except 

for those prepared to take great risks and expose themselves to great hardship. That does 

not mean, of course, that the durable solution of resettlement could not work for elements 

of this population.  

 

To do so would require these steps: 

1) The UNHCR should offer refugee status determinations in India for those of this 

population which request it; 

2) The UNHCR should give this group a higher priority for resettlement from countries in 

the region; 

3) Both the UNHCR and resettlement countries should recognize that there are elements 

of this population for whom there is no durable solution either now or in the foreseeable 

future in India; 

4) Canada, which allows for private sponsorship, needs more private sponsorship of Indian 

Sri Lankan Tamil refugees; 

5) Other resettlement countries should establish private sponsorship systems which could 

offer resettlement places to this population not dependent on UNHCR referral. 

 

States are keen to combat refugee trafficking and smuggling. The best way to do that is 

to give those who might be otherwise inclined to be trafficked or smuggled good reason to 

stay where they are.  

 

When the most desperate have hope of resettlement through legal means, they are less 

likely to resort to illegal means.   Resettlement through established channels is needed to 

discourage Sri Lankan Tamil refugees in India from resorting to resettlement efforts which 
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are risky and harmful.  While resettlement can not be a durable solution for every Sri 

Lankan Tamil refugee in India, it is important that it be available as an option for at least 

some.   

.....................................................................................................................................

David Matas is an international human rights lawyer based in Winnipeg, Manitoba, 
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Network), 

 

 


